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MSU’S TSM PROGRAM IS A FINALIST FOUR STRAIGHT YEARS IN NATIONAL
STUDENT CASE STUDY
The International Telecommunications Education and Research Association (ITERA)
selected Murray State’s Program of Distinction in Telecommunications Systems
Management (TSM) students as a finalist in the ITERA National Student Case Study
Competition in Nashville, TN this April. This year marked the fourth year for Murray
State to be a finalist in the ITERA National Case Study Competition; three TSM
Graduates, Ann Cherry, Lee Lambert and Seth Robinson attended the conference to
present their solution for ConnectedTennesse to provide internet access to a Giles
County, TN. The four person team that created the final project also included Sebastian
Coe a recent graduate of the TSM Graduate program. Other teams in the final
competition included Western Michigan, Purdue and James Madison. The student team
created their proposal during their capstone TSM graduate class and worked from
different locations all over the region through online communication tools. They then
presented their case study to TSM faculty and staff to compete against other MSU teams
for presentation at the final competition in Nashville. The panel of judges ranged from
ITERA board members to industry representatives. Several other MSU students and
faculty members attended the conference to not only support the team but to present their
own accepted research papers at the ITERA. Murray State has been the winner of the
ITERA National Case Study Competition three out of the four years, under the direction
of Graduate Advisor George Rice.
Rice was very proud of his students in the competition, “I am honored that our teams
have made the ITERA National Case Study competition finals 4 years in a row. It is a
statement to the quality of the students and faculty at Murray State.”

The TSM Graduate Program is a melting pot of individuals from different backgrounds.
The diversity of the students in the Graduate Program was portrayed in the National
Student Case Study Competition team that attended ITERA. Ann Cherry, from
Hopkinsville, KY, is a retired from AT&T and is currently an elected Councilman for the
City of Hopkinsville. Cherry comments, “I find my background in telecommunications
regulatory policy, infrastructure, and IP technology very useful when making decisions
pertaining to city growth and technology issues.” Sebastian Coe currently teaches in
China and took graduate courses completely online and graduated this past December.
Seth Robinson, an employee at the University of Kentucky and selected the TSM
Graduate Program because of the unique curriculum offered and he was unable to find a
similar program anywhere else. Lee Lambert currently works in the telecommunications
industry and found a Masters in TSM benefited him in his work.
Started in 2004, ITERA is focused on the development and the advancement of
telecommunications as an academic discipline by creating a forum for academics and
industry to collaborate. Murray State has been a key player in founding the ITERA
organization as it was formed from the original MSU TSM Annual Conference in
Louisville, KY when many academic attendees recognized the need for a working
association between universities with telecom programs. Murray State TSM Staff
continue to lead ITERA through positions on the Board of Directors or conference
committees. More information on ITERA and its academic members can be found on
their website at www.itera.org

Caption:
Murray State faculty, staff and students gather together in Nashville, TN at the annual
2010 ITERA conference to support fellow students in the competition

